The BERNINA 800DL and 700D models provide you with straightforward and affordable access to the fascinating world of serging. Versatile, practical features make these machines especially easy to operate and enable you to precision-sew in a number of different techniques.
Everything a newcomer could want

**Professional knife drive from above**
Provides the greatest, most robust cutting force. Even thick fabrics won’t deflect the upper knife – so all fabric edges can be trimmed safely and professionally.

**Rolled-hem lever**
Simply flick the rolled-hem lever to switch easily to a rolled-hem stitch and back again, without needing to change the stitch plate or presser foot.

**Threading (Lay-in) system**
The BERNINA lay-in system lets you thread quickly and directly at all times. Thanks to the automatic lower-looper threading system, it’s also a cinch to thread the lower-looper.

**Upper-looper cover**
The upper-looper cover lets you overlock with just 2 threads, allowing you for example to neaten individual layers of fabric, or to create decorative rolled hems with suitable fabrics, whilst saving thread in both cases.

**Adjustable thread tension**
The practical slides show you the current thread tension and allow you make stepless adjustments according to need.

**Differential feed and stitch-length controls**
These ergonomic, easily accessible controls let you adjust fabric feed and stitch length to perfection with the flick of a wrist – even in the middle of the sewing process.

**Differential feed**
Stepless differential feed ensures wave-free seams in knits, and prevents puckering in fine fabrics – as well as allowing deliberate gathering.

www.bernina.com